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Abstract 

This study intends to focus on the vicinity between Kurdish and Syriac languages and the need for 

interchangeability between two different languages and peoples because of daily commerce, habits and common 

culture and proverbs of the surrounding areas of Iraqi Kurdistan region. 

The study tries to show the labour of Syriac language in Early 20th Century to adapt its own phonemic system (a 

Semitic language) to the Kurdish phonemic system (an Indo-European language) with examples from manuscript 

No. 964 from the depository of the Chaldean Antonian Order of Saint Hormizd in Alqosh - Nineveh. 

 

Keywords: phonemic system, phonemes, scripts, manuscript, interchangeability. 

 

1. Introduction 

Syriac and Kurdish belong to two different linguistic families that are distinct from each 

other, thus, the similarities cannot be ascribed to common genetic ancestry or linguistic 

affinity of the two languages. It is noteworthy that Syriac language belongs to the Afro-asiatic 

family macro division of languages and it is situated within the Semitic family precisely 

known as the Aramaic branch, whereas, the Kurdish language and its three major dialects: 

Northern (Kurmanji), Central (Sorani) and Southern (Palevani) belong to the Indo-European 

family under the Indo-Iranian subdivision and its continuation of the line of north-western 

Iranian languages (Thackston, 2006).  

However, due to the promiscuity of these ethnic/linguistic groups and their need to 

communicate for everyday life in commerce, culture, habits…etc., in the course of time an 

interchangeability process took place in those areas, namely, southern Turkey, northern Iraq, 

western Iran and eastern Syria.  

 

2. Literature review 

Al-Qinai mentions a famous saying: ‘A pure language is a poor language’ (2000, p. 1). 

Therefore, this process of daily mutual exchange has enriched both languages/dialects. 

However, the major impact was on the minor ethnic/linguistic group which has absorbed 

much more linguistic features in such a way that we can easily distinguish it in most of the 

North Eastern New Aramaic [NENA] languages/dialects. On this regard few remarks were 

exposed by Lipinski E. (2001, pp. 430-31; 464). For a thorough investigations on this field a 

detailed survey was made by Mengozzi A. (2011), where he cites the most influential and 

imminent scholars in this field. It is indispensable to refer to the immense work carried out by 

these scholars in setting the foundations for the NENA such as: (Khan G. 2004, 2009, 2011, 

2012, 2018) and (Mutzafi, H. 2004, 2008), (Sabar, Y. 2002) and (Fox, S.E. 1997). 

Depending on the geographical areas, each of NENA dialects exhibits particular assimilations 

of the dominant language such as Turkish, Farsi and Arabic and nowadays even English and 

other modern languages in the diaspora. The influence of Kurdish is absent in standard Syriac 
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which underwent a previous process in its earlier stages with Hebrew, Persian and more-so 

with Greek. Nevertheless, in this period of ramification of both Syriac and NENA’s, we 

witness an opening towards multilingualism, multiculturalism and sociolinguistic profile 

(Dehqan, M. & Mengozzi, A. 2014).  

The Greek influence on Syriac is very evident especially in the seventh century due to a great 

number of translations. The studies on Syriac translation techniques were discussed 

thoroughly in the works of Brock (1967, 1971, 1975, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1994, 1996), and also 

the works of Wasserstein (1993, 1995). 

Nevertheless, the composer of this collection has used the Standard Syriac and not any of the 

NENA languages/dialects though during his time the use of standard Syriac was diminished 

and subsided by numerous NENA’s written forms of vernacular Syriac in Alqosh from the 

17th century onwards (Mengozzi, 2011), and also with the rise of schools and national 

journals in Urmia in the 19th century (Murre-van den Berg, 1999). 

 

3. Methodology  

Given the fact that Syriac and Kurdish are different in age, family and script. Besides, Syriac 

and most of NENA are written in Syriac script, while Kurdish is written generally in Perso-

Arabic script and sometimes in Latin script. Nevertheless, due to certain circumstances, as 

shown above, of neighbouring and coexistence in the last centuries, some interchangeabilities 

and modifications occurred to adapt the phonemic system of Syriac to Kurdish since it is 

richer in phonemes. Besides, Syriac has adopted -most likely though its descendants of 

NENA- many Kurdish words that, in many cases, were borrowed from Arabic, Turkish or 

Farsi; the latter argument will not be discussed in this study. 

In what follows we will expose both phonemic systems and then we will focus on the labour 

of Syriac writer/composer Fr. Sulaiman Shekho, who tried to give a matching system for 

Syriac/NENA speakers in order to be able to pronounce Kurdish as perfect as possible, and 

we will focus mainly on the consonant phonemes. Besides, writing Kurdish in Syriac 

transliteration, a case commonly referred to as Garshuni (Kiraz, G.A., 2019), (Mengozzi, A. 

2007) helps one to learn Kurdish, or any other language, without spending time to learn 

another alphabet. This was the case in the last few centuries and even nowadays. 

 

4. Description of the Manuscript 

This manuscript is not found in the old catalogues, namely the catalogues of Scher (1906) and 

Vosté (1929), It has been recently catalogued with No. 964 by Haddad & Isaac (1988) as part 

of the depository of the Chaldean Antonian Order of Saint Hormizd (O.A.O.C.), one of the 

biggest religious-private collections in Iraq, about which a historical account and its 

importance has been published by the author Yohanna (2015). This depository hosts 1176 

catalogued MSS and hundreds of un-catalogued MSS. 
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Coloured reproduction of page 8 from Ms 964 

 

The manuscript is written on a normal copybook measuring 205 mm × 160 mm, 20 lines for 

each page, 60 leaves where some pages are left in blank in the middle and in the end. The MS 

has no title, date, composer/copyist name and page numbers. According to Haddad & Isaac 

(1988), this MS was written by Fr. Sulaiman Shekho (O.A.O.C.) from Alqosh. In the register 

of the Chaldean monks kept in the Monastery of Our Lady Protector of the Crops under No. 

287, we find this note about him written in Syriac:  

Fr. Sulaiman Shemmo Shekho, born in Alqosh, wore the monastic habit professing 

the solemn vows in the Monastery of Our Lady in front of Abbot Shmuel Jamil in 10 

January 1915, was ordained priest in the Monastery of Saint George by his 

Beatitude Patriarch Emmanuel II on 1 November 1936. He died in the same 

monastery in 1972, and then his body was transferred to the cemetery of the monks 

in the Monastery of Our Lady.  

We presume that he wrote this MS in his early monastic life before becoming a priest as most 

monks did before getting engaged in pastoral services. Therefore, it is suggested that this MS 

is from the early 20th century. 

The manuscript has been divided into two columns entirely and starts alphabetically 

according to the Syriac system, where each letter is a chapter starting at the top of the page. 

Nevertheless, the composer has inserted two separate chapters for the Kurdish letters ( خ   and 

 are usually written in Kurdish with (ܨ and ܛ ) and chapters ,(ܫ) is within chapter (ژ) while ,(چ
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 instead, knowing that these letters (ܨ and ܛ) but the composer preferred to use (س and ت)

might be of different origin rather than Kurdish, or because the dialectical pronunciation of 

Badînî has underwent an isomorphic alteration resulting in this confusion. 

The first column at the right-hand side of each page is reserved for the Kurdish proverbs 

(written in Garshuni, i.e., transliteration in Syriac script) and the second column is for the 

Syriac translation of the proverbs. Hence, at first glance it seems that the entire MS is in 

Syriac language, but as for the intenders it is in Syriac script entirely, but in two different 

languages, namely Syriac and Kurdish.  

This MS contains: 891 proverbs, of which 37 are not translated into Syriac; 19 proverbs were 

accidentally dropped from the beginning of chapter (He) and there is a miss-numbering which 

leads to a gap of (4) numbers in this chapter; at the very end of the MS there is an addendum 

to three chapters, namely (Beth, Waw and He). These proverbs derive from the Kurdish 

context typically from south-western Kurmanji or Badînî (Thackston, 2006).  

The binding of the MS is a bit loose but generally in fair condition. The script is an Eastern 

vocalized Syriac, written in black, violet, brown, blue, green and pink inks using a stylo or a 

regular pen (few proverbs are written with pencil). The MS exhibits many corrections and 

overwriting which suggest that this collection of proverbs was continuously being updated, 

which made some of these proverbs to be erroneously arranged within each chapter or they 

were put in circles or inserted between the lines. 

 

5. Exposition of both phonemic systems 

According to the Kurdish Academy of Language website and the resources mentioned in this 

study, we have two tables (see below, No. 1 & 2) for the Kurdish consonant and vowel 

phonemes. The consonant phonemes in Kurdish are generally considered to be 29: the 

voiceless glottal stop /’/ or Hamza (ئ) is not to be mixed with the vowels /a/, /â/ represented 

with (ا). The phonemes /‘/, /ħ/ and /γ/ are not considered originally Kurdish by many scholars, 

such as Bedir-Xan (2002).  

The phonemes may exhibit some regional peculiarities, such as: /γ/ changes into /χ/; /ħ/ to /h/; 

/v/ occurs rarely in Sorani…etc., according to Thackston (2006) and Kim (2010). The vowel 

phonemes in Kurdish, with all dialectical variations, can be represented in 8 long and short 

vowel phonemes. In Sorani there is no /ê/ present, as in Kurmanji, but it has /ɑ/ instead. 

In the tables mentioned (see below, No. 1 & 2) we have coloured in red the phonemes that are 

absent in Syriac/NENA, some of these are the spirantized form of (Bgdkpt) without following 

the rules of spirantisation (see below, table No. 3 & 4). At first glance, the Kurdish phonemic 

system shows nine consonant and one vowel phonemes that are not present in Syriac/NENA. 

On the contrary, Syriac has four consonant phonemes that are absent in Kurdish, of which the 

latter difference will not be tackled in this study. 

It is noteworthy that in Syriac there are two distinct systems of writing and pronunciation, 

namely, Eastern and Western, and due to the fact that the MS is written in Eastern Syriac, 

which represents an earlier stage of Classical Syriac according to Muraoka (2005). 

Nevertheless, each one of these systems has its own imperfections; the Western system has 

the consonant phonemes /f/ and /v/, but is poorer in vowel ones; the Eastern system lacks /f/ 

and /v/ and instead has three kinds of /w/ and well-developed vowel phonemes. That is why 

we have inserted /f/ and /v/ into the discussion of this study since the composer of the MS has 

solved the problem of his own Eastern system marking the letters (ܒ and ܦ) in such a way to 

reflect the missing phonemes. 

Table No. 1 - Kurdish consonant phonemes 

  bilabial labiodental dental/alveolar 

palatal 

velar uvular glotto- 

pharyngeal 
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plosive voiceless /p/ 
 

/t/ /k/ /q/ /ʔ/ 

voiced /b/ 
 

/d/ /g/     

fricative voiceless 
 

/f/ /s/, /ʃ/ /χ/, /ʧ/   /ħ/, /h/ 

voiced 
 

/v/ /z/, /ʒ/ /γ/, /ʤ/   /ʕ/ 

nasal /m/ 
 

/n/ 
 

    

lateral   
 

/l/ /ł/ 
 

  

flap   
 

/ɾ/       

trill   
 

/r/       

approximant /w/  /j/     

 

Table No. 2 - Kurdish vowel phonemes 

long vowel /ɑ/ /û/ /i/   

short vowel /a/ /u/ /ɛ/ /o/ /e/ 

 

Table No. 3 - Syriac consonant phonemes 

  bilabial labiodental dental/alveolar 

palatal 

velar uvular glotto- 

pharyngeal 

Plosive voiceless /p/ 
 

/t/, /tˤ/ /k/ /q/ /ʔ/ 

voiced /b/ 
 

/d/ /g/     

Fricative voiceless 
 

/f/ /θ/, /s/, /sˤ/, /ʃ/ /χ/   /ħ/, /h/ 

voiced 
 

/v/ /ð/, /z/ /γ/   /ʕ/ 

Nasal /m/ 
 

/n/ 
 

    

Lateral   
 

/l/ 
  

  

Trill   
 

/r/       

Approximant /w/  /j/     

 

Table No. 4 - Syriac vowel phonemes 

long vowel /ɑ/ /u/ /i/  

short vowel /a/ /o/ /ɛ/ /e/ 

6. Transcribed examples  

The nine Kurdish consonant phonemes which are absent in the Syriac phonemic system are 

presented below with two examples for each one, to demonstrate how they were transcribed 

in some examples from the MS with an English translation depending on the explanations 

given in the original Syriac. That is why it is described as (idiomatic or explained). Then, 

there is a Kurdish transcription, original Syriac translation and original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration). 

 

6.1 Examples for /ʧ/, Kurdish (چ), Syriac rendering (   ܟ) ‘three dots under Kap’ 

A. 
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Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪ ܓ 

ܵ
ܐ ܐ

ܵ
ܪܕ ܡܹܐ  ܒ ܲ

ܲ
ܠ 
ܲ
ܘ: ܒܥ 

ܵ
  ܘܐ

ܲ
ܘ ܝܵܐ  ܒܟ 

ܲ
ܘ   ܟ  

ܲ
ܐܦ

ܵ
ܡܹܐ  ܠܢ

ܲ
  ܙܘ

(1- Aleph, p.1) 

Original Syriac translation  ܵ ܪ  ܡܣ ܫܝܵܐ  ܢܘ  ܙܠ   ܕܝܹܢ ܘܘܗ  : ܡܵܐ ܠܒܥܵ  ܫܓܘ  ܐ ܠܓܵܘ ܠܗ ܐ 
ܵ
ܬ  ܫܪܝ 

ܲ
 ܡ 

 
 
ܫܟܢܹ  ܐܕܡ ܲ

Kurdish transcription  ناف زۆمێ و بخۆ چۆیا لئاگر بەرده بعەلەمێ وئه 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

He set fire of discord in the community, and then he went 

[recklessly to hide] in the basement. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪ ܓ 

ܵ
ܬ ܐ

ܲ
ܙ ܓܘ

ܲ
ܡ ܐ  ܪ  ܬ: ܡ 

ܲ
ܐܓܘ

ܲ
ܬܹ
ܵ
ܪ ܙ ܩܝ 

ܲ
ܡ ܐ  ܐ . ܚܵܙܹܪ  ܬ ܘܩܵܫ  ܵ

ܲ
ܙ ܓܘ

ܲ
 ܐ 

ܐ
ܵ
ܡ ܫܬ ܬܹܪ  ܹ  .ܟ 

(8- Aleph, p.1) 

Original Syriac translation ܐ
ܵ
ܪ ܬ   ܢܘ 

ܲ
ܡܪ  ܬܹܬ ܐ  ܥܟܹܬ  ܡܝ  ܝܣܵܐ . ܘܕ  ܐ ܩ ܲ

ܵ
ܪ ܓܝ 

ܲ
ܪ *ܕܣ  ܡ ܲ   ܗܵܐ ܐ 

ܵ
ܒܢ ܝ ܲ

ܲ
 ܐ ܡܛ 

ܢ  
ܲ
ܝܣܵܐ . ܗܪܹܟܝܕܐ  ܐ  ܘܩ ܲ ܪ **ܕܟܵܫܵ   ܡ ܲ ܐ ܐ 

ܵ
ܪ ܓܝ 

ܲ
ܒ ܠܣ 

ܵ
ܐ ܐ   ܛ

ܵ
ܟ ܢ

ܵ
ܢ  ܡ 

ܗܲ 
ܵ
ܬ ܢܗܵܪܘ 

ܲ
 .ܠܡ 

Kurdish transcription   ئاگر گۆت ئەز مرم، قیراتێ گۆت ئەز حازرم، و قاژا گۆت ئەز شتە چیترم 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

The fire said: I’m dying. The wood said: I’m ready [to 

light you]. The hay said: I’m better than you [the wood] 

to light it [the fire]. 

* Uncertain of its origin, it might be ܐ
ܵ
ܪ ܓ  ܐ or ܣܘ 

ܲ
ܪܬ   a branch of tree or a certain bush or ܣܝܵܓ 

plant. Form the context it can be grasped as wood used for fireplaces. An old man from Zakho 

has affirmed that the same word he used to use for the random grown trees in the mountains 

of the villages of Omra. 

** He uses the same Kurdish word in Syriac with the transition of ܩ to ܟ. The proper Syriac 

word is  ܫܵܐ  that is the same pronunciation migrated in Arabic then to Kurdish with some ܩ 

modifications which means ‘hay’ a very flammable material. 

 

6.2 Examples for /f/, Kurdish (ف), Syriac rendering ( 
ܲ
 ’a dot above Pe‘ (ܦ

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪܹܐ

ܲ
ܦ ܢܹܐ  ܒ ܲ ܙ ܢ ܕܟܵܢܘ 

ܲ
ܒ   : ܡ 

ܵ
ܪܕ ܐ ܢܠܒܲ   ܐܹ ܐ

ܲ
ܙ ܢ ܥ 

ܲ
 .ܕܠ 

(2- Beth, p.8) 

Original Syriac translation  ܠܓܵܐ
ܲ
ܒܵܐ  ܕܟܵܢܘ ܢ ܬ 

ܲ
ܢ ܡܲܢ  ܐ ܡܝ  : ܪ    ܪܗܵܛܝ 

ܲ
ܪܥܵܐ  ܬܚܝܬ

ܲ
 .ܐ 

Kurdish transcription   بەفرێ دکانوونێ مەزن، ئاڤی ل بن عەردێ دلەزن 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

Snow of Canon the Great [January] is water that runs 

underneath the ground. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪܹܐ

ܲ
ܦ ܢܹܐ  ܒ ܲ ܟ    ܕܟܵܢܘ  ܒ   : ܟ  ܟ 

ܵ
ܢ ܐܹ ܐ ܪܕ ܐ ܠܒ 

ܲ
  ܥ 

ܲ
ܬ ܲ ܟ    ܬܟ   .ܟ  ܡ 

(3- Beth, p.8) 

Original Syriac translation  ܠ
ܲ
ܪܚ ܓܵܐ ܬ  ܐ ܟܵܢܘ ܢ ܕܒܝ 

ܵ
ܪ
ܲ
ܢܹܫ: ܙܥܘ ܲ ܒܵܗܲ  ܐ ܡܝ   ܘܚܵܡܹܠ ܡܟ  ܪܥܵܐ  ܒܠ 

ܲ
 .ܕܐ 

Kurdish transcription ردێ تکەت مچک  ئاڤێ ل بن عه، بەفرێ دکانوونێ کچک 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

Snow of Canon the small [December] collects and stores 

water within ground. 

 

6.3 Examples for /γ/, Kurdish (غ), Syriac rendering (  ܓ) ‘spirantized Gamel’ 
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A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐ  ܓܵ 

ܵ
ܡ ܐ ܪܕ 

ܵ
ܢ ܐ  ܗ 

ܵ
ܐܫܵܐ : ܗܵܐܬ ܢ

ܵ
ܡ ܦ ܪܕ 

ܵ
ܢ ܐ  ܗ 

ܵ
ܟ   : ܗܵܐܬ ܢ ܟ    ܟܘ   ܟܘ 

ܡ ܪܕ  ܘ ܟ  ܟ 
ܲ
 .ܗܵܐܬ ܒ 

(22- Aleph, p.2) 

Original Syriac translation ܩܪܹܬ  
ܲ
ܐ  ܐܘ

ܵ
ܛ ܠܝ 

ܲ
  ܫ 

ܵ
ܐ ܘܠ

ܵ
ܬ  ܡܪܹܬ. ܐ  ܢ ܠܹܗ ܘܐ 

ܲ
ܐ  ܐܘ

ܵ
  ܪܘܪܒܵܢ

ܵ
ܐ  ܘܠ

ܵ
ܢ  ܥ 

ܐ  
ܵ
ܬ ܐ: ܘܐ 

ܵ
ܪܬ ܝܟ ܩܪܹܬܹܗ ܒܚ ܲ

ܲ
ܠܒܵܐ  ܕܩܵܪܹܝܢ ܐ  ܲ ܟ   ) ܠܟ  ܟ    ܟܘ  ܘ* (ܟܘ   ܗ 

ܢܗ ܐ ܘܠܹܗ ܡ   
ܵ
ܬ  .ܐ 

Kurdish transcription   ئاغا هێناردم نا هات، پاشا هێناردم نا هات، کوچ کوچ کردم بەخۆ هات 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

I summoned the Agha and he did not come, I called out 

the Pasha neither he came, I said [as if to a puppy] kutch 

kutch, and he himself came as so. 

* As it is explained in Syriac translation, it is a common way Kurds and other surrounding 

people may say to summon a puppy. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܟܵܐ  ܟܲ : ܠܒܵܝܵܐ  ܕܹܝܠ ܗ ܲ

ܲ
ܦ 
ܲ
ܐ ܟܘ

ܲ
ܝܵܐ  ܬܹܐܬܹ

ܵ
ܕ ܓ 

ܲ
 .ܫܒ 

(51- He, p.26) 

Original Syriac translation ܘ ܢܗ  ܐ ܡܲܢ ܐ 
ܵ
ܠܒܬ ܗܲ  ܕܟ ܲ

ܵ
ܬ  ܢܘ 

ܵ
ܘܓ 

ܵ
ܙܕ ܒ ܕܡ  ܢ ܕܝܢ ܐ ܟܵܠܒ ܹ : ܩܪ  ܢܫܝ 

ܲ
 ܥܠܝܹܗ ܡܬܟ 

ܐ ܡܢ
ܵ
ܚܝܩܵܐ  ܐܬܪ

ܲ
ܝܟ   ܪ 

ܲ
ܢ  ܐ  ܕ  ܕܡ 

ܵ
ܕ ܓ 

ܲ
 .ܒ 

Kurdish transcription ایا هەکا دێل لبایا، کۆپەک تێتێ شبەغد 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

When it is mating time for a female-dog, male-dogs will 

gather to her from far places as from Baghdad. 

 

6.4 Examples for /ʒ/, Kurdish (ج), Syriac rendering (  ܓ) ‘a wave sign under Gamel’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪܹܐ

ܲ
ܦ ܢ ܬ  ܒ ܲ ܓ   ܕܡܝ 

ܲ
ܝܵܐ  ܝܹܗܠ  ܣ 

ܲ
ܓܝܵܝ: ܕܢ  ܢ ܬ  ܘ  ܓ   ܕܡܝ 

ܲ
ܝܵܐ  ܝܹܗܠ   .ܥܵܣ 

(45- Beth, p.10) 

Original Syriac translation  ܠܓܵܐ
ܲ
ܐ ܬ  ܠܐ ܒܕܘܟܬܐ ܡܩܵܘ 

ܵ
 . ܕܛ ܠ

ܵ
ܠܐ ܐܹܫ ܓ 

ܵ
ܣܩܵܐ  ܒܕܘܟܬܐ ܦ  .ܕܥ ܲ

Kurdish transcription   ،گیایی دمینت لە جێ عەسیا وبەفرێ دمینت لە جێ دنەسیا 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

Snow remains longer in shade; grass remains longer in 

difficult [places]. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐ ܹ
ܲ
ܫܬ

ܲ
ܢܓ  ܘ   ܓܘ ܢܓ   ܬܹܫܬܹܐ: ܒܪ   .ܩ ܲ

(22- Gamel, p.16) 

Original Syriac translation ܐ
ܵ
ܣܪ ܐ ܒ 

ܵ
ܙ ܐ: ܘܪܘ 

ܵ
ܬ  ܢ ܚܫܵܡܝ 

ܲ
ܢܘ ܐ ܐ 

ܵ
ܬ  ܒ 

ܵ
 .ܛ

Kurdish transcription  گۆشتێ و برنج، تێشتێ قەنج 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

Meat and rice are a good dinner. 

 

6.5 Examples for /χ/, Kurdish (خ), Syriac rendering (  ܟ) ‘spirantized Kap’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܢܝܵܐ  ܟܝ   ܪ  ܕܘ 

ܵ
ܘ ܢ  : ܟ  ܢ  ܘܡܹܐܪ  ܫ    .ܝܵܐܪ  ܕܒܲ 

(15- Kap, p.44) 

Original Syriac translation   ܢܘ
ܲ
ܝܵܘܗ   ܕܥܵܠܡܵܐ  ܡ  ܥܒܪ ܝܘܚ ܲ ܢ ܡ ܲ

ܲ
ܢܘ ܡܵܐܝܬ  ܐ  ܣܝ 

ܲ
ܚܵܐܝܬ  ܒ  ܚܘܝ 

ܲ
: ܘ 
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ܐ
ܵ
ܒܪ ܲ
  ܕܓ 

 
ܢ
ܲ
ܐܘܐ 

ܵ
ܢ ܬܬ

ܲ
ܢܘ ܢ ܐ  ܐ ܫ ܲ ܡ ܕܥܵܡܪܝ 

ܵ
ܡ ܝܢ ܕܹܐ ܥ ܲ

ܲ
 .ܚܲܕ

Kurdish transcription   کی دونیا خوار، ژن و مێر دبن یار 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

He who lives well, [is like] husband and wife who live in 

peace. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐ
ܵ
ܝܵܪ  ܫܬܘ  : ܟ 

ܲ
ܐ ܝ  ܟܲ ܬ

ܵ
ܪ
ܵ
 . ܕ

(3- Khe, p.47) 

Original Syriac translation  ܛܝܵܐ    ܕܝܢ ܐܢ ܗܵܟܹܝܠ ܩ ܲ
ܒܵܐܗ 

ܵ
ܘ ܝܕܛ

ܵ
ܫܵܐ  ܐ ܢ: ܒܝ  ܡܡܗܲ  ܡ   ܡܬܝܕܥܵܐ ܟܘ 

Kurdish transcription  خیارە، شتووتکی دارە 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

A Sandgrouse [(a bird) can be distinguished whether 

good or bad] from its blackness. 

 

6.6 Examples for /ł/, Kurdish (ڵ), Syriac rendering (ܠ) ‘no evident sign’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܪܹܘܹܝ   ܫܵܐܫܵܐ  ܠܣ ܲ

ܵ
ܐ
ܲ
ܦ
ܲ
ܡܵܐܠ: ܘܢ 

ܲ
ܐ  ܘܠ 

ܵ
ܢ   ܢܝ 

ܵ
ܐ
ܲ
ܦ  .ܐܘ 

(4- Lamed, p.55) 

Original Syriac translation ܠ ܟ ܪܹܫܹܗ ܥ ܲ
ܲ
ܐ ܟܬܐܟܪܵ  ܟܪ 

ܵ
ܬ
ܵ
ܒܲܬ  ܝܬܹܗ ܒܪܡ: ܡܨ ܲ  ܠܹܗ ܠܝܬ  ܒܒ ܲ

ܐ
ܵ
ܪܬ ܝܒ ܲ

ܲ
ܘ. ܣ 

ܵ
  ܐ

ܵ
ܫܵܠܐ  .ܒܘ 

Kurdish transcription فە ئوو وێ شاشا و نەفە، و لە ماڵ نینە  سەرێ  ل 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

He puts a [fancy] coloured hat on his head, [but] at home 

he has nothing to eat. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐ  ܢ  ܫ   

ܵ
ܢ   ܒܝ 

ܵ
ܪܟ   : ܫܡܵܠܐ ܐܘܟܘ 

ܵ
  ܬ 

ܵ
ܵܠܐ

 .ܟ 
(20- Sheen/zhe, p.84) 

Original Syriac translation   ܢܗ ܐ ܘܐ  ܹ
ܲ
ܝܬ

ܲ
ܟ ܕܬ 

ܵ
  ܠ

 
ܢ
ܲ
ܐܐ 

ܵ
ܐ ܡܢ ܬܬ

ܵ
ܝܬ ܟ: ܡܕܡ ܒ ܲ

ܵ
 ܡܢ ܗܵܟܹܝܠ ܒܪ

ܢܩܹܐ 
ܵ
ܢ
ܵ
ܡܹܐ  ܐ

ܲ
ܬܕ   ܡ  ܘ  ܡ 

ܲ
ܟܬ

ܲ
ܢ 
ܲ
ܦ
ܲ
  ܬ 

 
ܘ
ܵ
 .ܗܝܠܚܵܠ

Kurdish transcription   ژن بینە شماڵە، وکوڕ چتە خاڵە 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

If you bring a wife to your home, your son will resemble 

his uncles. 

 

6.7 Examples for /v/, Kurdish (ڤ), Syriac rendering (   ܒ) ‘three dots under Beth’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܝ ܒܒܵܗܵܪܹܐ ܫܬ  ܢܒܙܹܒ   : ܟܘ 

ܵ
ܛ ܝ ܣ  ܫܬ   .ܫܘ 

(6- Beth, p.8) 

Original Syriac translation  ܥܵܐ ܪܒܝ 
ܲ
ܬܩܛ ܠ ܒ  ܐ: ܐ 

ܵ
ܬܘ ܲ

ܬܫܝ ܓ ܒܣ 
ܲ
ܬ  .ܐ 

Kurdish transcription  شوشتی ببەهارێ کوشتی، بزڤستان 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

In spring it was killed, in winter it was washed. [referring 

to sheep and its wool]. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐܹ  ܫ  

ܲ
  ܟܵܣܟܵܐ  ܒܪܘ

ܲ
ܬ ܪܝ  ܠܓܲ  ܐܹ : ܕܗ  ܒ  

ܲ
ܟܵܐ  ܒܫ  ܟ 

ܲ
ܬ  ܕܘ ܪܝ  ܠܓܲ   .ܕܗ 

(9- Beth, p.8) 

Original Syriac translation  ܡܵܡܵܐ ܦ ܒܐܝ 
ܲ
ܛ 
ܲ
ܬܥ  ܐ ܡ 

ܵ
ܬ ܟ 
ܵ
ܐ ܟܪ

ܵ
ܩܬ
ܵ
ܪ ܬܹܗܲ  ܝܘ  ܐ ܕܐܝ   

ܵ
ܬ
ܵ
 ܕܐܢܫܐ  ܐ
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ܝܵܐ 
ܵ
ܚܵܢ ܠܝܵܐ . ܪܘ  ܒܠ 

ܲ
ܚܹܕ ܘ 

ܵ
ܕܹܗ ܐ ܥܵܐ  ܒܐܝ 

ܲ
ܕܘ
ܲ
ܩܐ ] ܦ ܠܘ 

ܲ
ܠ[ ܛ 

ܲ
ܩܛ   ܒܗܲ  ܠܡ 

ܫܵܐ ܒܢܝ  
ܵ
 .ܢ

Kurdish transcription  دهێلگریت برۆژێ کەسکا دهێلگریت، بشەڤێ دۆخکا 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

In daytime he puts a green hat [referring to religious 

appearance of Imams], during nights he holds metal staff 

[to threaten people]. 

 

6.8 Examples for /ʤ/, Kurdish (ژ), Syriac rendering (   ܫ) ‘three dots under Sheen’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܫ   
ܲ
ܬ ܗܵܝ ܐܹ ܒܪܘ

ܲ
 : ܗܘ

ܲ
ܪܹܝܘܝ   ܒܵܐܒܒܘ ܬ ܟܘ 

ܲ
ܐ : ܓܘ

ܵ
ܐܢ
ܵ
ܢ ܕ ܫ  ܵ  ܡܹܪܝ   ܐ ܒܹܟܲܘ 

ܬܓ   ܓܵܝܹܐ 
ܲ
 .ܘ

(7- Beth, p.8) 

Original Syriac translation  
 
ܬܗ ܡܵܬ ܒܝܵܘ ܪܘ  ܪܫܹܗ ܩܵܪܝ  ܐ ܘܩܘ 

ܵ
ܬܘ ܲ

ܝܹܐ  ܕܣܵܪܹܝܢ ܕܣ 
ܵ
ܪܕ
ܲ
ܬ: ܗܵܝ) ܩܘ

ܲ
 *(ܗܘ

ܐ  ܒܵ 
ܲ
ܪ ܐ  ܒܪܹܗ ܐܡ 

ܲ
ܝܟ ܠ 

ܲ
 ܐ 

ܵ
  ܐ ܢ

ܵ
ܬ   ܕܠ ܠ: ܢܡܘ 

ܲ
ܢ ܩܛܘ

ܲ
ܘܪܐ ܠ 

ܵ
ܝܢ ܬ

ܲ
ܪ 
ܲ
ܒ 
ܲ
 ܒܹܗ ܕܕ 

ܢܐ 
ܵ
ܕ
ܲ
 .ܦ 

Kurdish transcription وژە گایێ جۆتکبڕۆژێ هەی هۆت، بابۆ کۆڕێ وی گۆت، دانا مێرین بێ 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

During the very cold winter [Kurds would say an 

exclamation remark: hay hot] father asked his son to go 

and slaughter the bull in the field [in order not to die]. 

* A way of rendering an exclamation in Kurdish that has been transferred to the 

geographically shared areas and languages. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܐ
ܵ
ܢܹܬ ܕܝ  ܬ  ܪ  ܒܹܲ

ܲ
ܨܛ ܕ 

ܲ
ܫ   : ܒܘ ܢܕ    ܡ 

ܲ
ܬ ܐܒ 

ܵ
  ܢ

ܲ
ܣܬ

ܲ
 .ܕܘ

(4- Resh, p.83) 

Original Syriac translation ܘ ܢܗ  ܡ ܐ 
ܲ
ܟ   ܠ 

ܲ
ܟ   ܕܢܹܐܪ 

ܵ
ܩܢ
ܲ
ܐ ܐܝܟ ܕ 

ܵ
ܪܬ ܟ: ܚܕ ܙ 

ܵ
  ܣܵܟ ܣܵܢܐ

ܵ
  ܠ

ܵ  ܘܹܐܗ 

ܟ
ܵ
ܚܡܵܐ  ܠ

ܵ
 .ܪ

Kurdish transcription  ردینێتا دەبێت بۆست، دژمن نابێت دۆست 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

Your beard may become as long as the span [of your 

palm], your enemy cannot be your friend. 

 

6.9 Examples for /ɾ/, Kurdish (ر), Syriac rendering (ܪ) ‘no evident sign’ 

A. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܡ ܲ
ܐܢ ܗ 

ܵ
ܪܡܵܢ ܡܘܗ ܲ : ܢ

ܲ
 .ܕ 

(58- He, p.27) 

Original Syriac translation ܦ
ܵ
ܚܡܵܐ  ܐ

ܲ
ܦ: ܠܝ   ܘܗ   ܠ 

ܵ
ܡܵܐ  ܘܐ ܲ

 .ܣ 
Kurdish transcription  هەم نان، وهەم دەرمان 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

It is both bread and medicine. 

 

B. 

Original Kurdish (Garshuni, 

Syriac transliteration) 
ܟܵܐ  ܐܢ ܗ ܲ
ܵ
ܪܣܝ   ܢ  

ܲ
ܟ   : ܒܬ

ܲ
ܒ    ܝ  ܕܒܹܫ    ܝ  ܒܘ

ܲ
ܢܕ  ܛܝ   ܡ 

ܲ
 .ܨܘ

(60- He, p.27) 

Original Syriac translation ܘ ܢܗ  ܚܡܵܐ  ܡܲܢ ܐ 
ܲ
ܩܵܐ  ܕܠ  ܠܬ  ܣܦܝ  ܲ ܟ 

ܵ
ܐ : ܐ

ܵ
ܪ ܠܡܵܢ ܡ ܲ

ܵ
  ܐ

 
ܢ
ܲ
ܕ: ܬ ܐ  ܩ  ܡܝ ܝ   ܦܘ 

 
 
ܦܘ  .ܬܝܘܣ 
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Kurdish transcription من سۆتی ێهەکا نان بتێرسی، بۆچی دبێژی دەڤ 

English translation (idiomatic - 

explained) 

If you are eating bread [alone], why do you say that you 

burned your mouth and lips? 

 

7. Conclusions  

This study tried to show the endeavour of Syriac speaking people to deal with the 

complexities of various phonetic phenomena in both Syriac and Kurdish languages. 

Therefore, it primarily aims to show the creativity of Syriac/NENA speakers in elaborating a 

matching system to pronounce Kurdish as adequately as possible while focusing mainly on 

the consonant phonemes. Thus, the vowel phonemes, the variations in long/short vowels, 

vowel contraction, diphthongs and assimilation were not dealt with, alongside with the long 

vowel phoneme /û/ in Kurdish (وو) which has no clear sign to mark it in Syriac. 

Notwithstanding, all the arguments left behind can set a path for a further study. 

Furthermore, the study of the Syriac phonemes (/tˤ/, /θ/, /sˤ/ and /ð/) was impertinent to this 

study since the manuscript is presenting Kurdish in Syriac not otherwise. On the other hand, 

the contextualization of the proverbs, their themes and cultural usage should be studied 

separately with more sociocultural backgrounds and tools where some scholars have already 

set some preliminary surveys and studies like (Sabar, Y. 1982) and (Oncu, M. 2020).  

Therefore, to sum up the efforts of the composer in making the Syriac phonemic system more 

flexible in order to represent all the Kurdish consonant phonemes we saw how he added more 

diacritical signs in all the eighteen examples presented in this study (two for each consonant 

phoneme not present in Syriac), and here is the resumé: 

1- /ʧ/ Kurdish ( چ) is rendered in Syriac as (   ܟ) by putting three dots under  ܟ;  

2- /f/ Kurdish ( ف) is rendered in Syriac as ( 
ܲ
  ;ܦ  by putting a dot above (ܦ

3- /γ/ Kurdish ( غ) is rendered in Syriac as the spirantized (  ܓ);  

4- /ʒ/ Kurdish ( ج) is rendered in Syriac as (  ܓ) by putting a wave sign under  ܓ;  

5- /χ/ Kurdish ( خ) is rendered in Syriac as the spirantized (  ܟ);  

6- /ł/ Kurdish ( ڵ) has no evident sign in Syriac ( ܠ);  

7- /v/ Kurdish ( ڤ) is rendered in Syriac as (   ܒ) by putting three dots under ܒ;  

8- /ʤ/ Kurdish ( ژ) is rendered in Syriac as (   ܫ) by putting three dots under ܫ;  

9- /ɾ/ Kurdish ( ر) has no evident sign in Syriac ( ܪ).  
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على مخطوطة من أوائل القرن العشرينإستنادًا ة ردي  و ة والكياني  ة السُ دراسة مقارنة للأنظمة الصوتي    

 

 ا ن  حوريشو يو صسامر 

 أربيل -جامعة صلاح الدين /ة ياني  قسم اللغة السُ  -ة التربية ي  كل  

 

 ص لخ  مُ 

ال الكبر  و جا تتهدف هذه الدراسة إلى التركيز على  التبادلياني  ة والسُ ردي  و ين اللغتين  اليومية    ي ة ة وضرورة  بين لغتين وشعبين مختلفين بسبب التجارة 

 .العراق  كوردستاناقليم في المناطق المحيطة بالشعبي ة والعادات والثقافة المشتركة والأمثال 

-ردي )لغة هندوو ة( للنظام الصوتي الكتكييف نظامها الصوتي )لغة سامي  لة في أوائل القرن العشرين  ياني  اللغة السُ   جهدالدراسة إظهار  هذه  تحاول  

 .نينوى -في ألقوش   ي ة الكلدان  خزانة الرهبنة الأنطونية الهرمزدي ة من  964رقم المة( مع أمثلة من المخطوط  أوروبي  

 

 .ة ، المخطوطات، التبادلي  نظام الكتابة ، فونيماتم الصوتي، الا ظالن ة: دال  الكلمات ال

 

 

 م ە ستیب ەید ە س ییتاە ر ەس   یکێ ستنووسەد ە ب ستنەپشتب ی کورد  یان یس   وانێن  نگەد یم ەستیسەکردن ل راووردەب ەیو ەنی ژێتو 

 

 ا ننەحۆ ي وريشوەس  سامر

 ر ڵێو ە ه-نیدە لاح ەس  ۆیزانک   /یانیسر ی زمان یش ە ب  – ەردەرو ە پ یژ یلۆ ک

 

 ەپوخت

  ش ە هاوب  یر یشنبڕۆ   یتیرە ون   ە ژان ڕۆ   ی بازرگان  ند رکر ۆ وگڵوئا   یانیوسر  یکورد  یمان ز   ردووە ه   وانێن  یتێیە دراوس  ە ل  کردن ڕ چ  ەیو ە نیژێتو   مە ئ  ی ئامانج

 .راقێع هەرێمی کوردستان   یر ە ورووبەد  یکان ە ناوچ ە ل  یللیم ی کانەندە پ هاەرو ەوه ەڵ گ  ردووەزمان وه ردووەه  وانێن

بب  شانیپ  مداە ستی ب  ەیدەس  یتا ەر ە س  ە ل  یان یسر  یزمان  یششۆ ک  داتە د  ەو ە ئ   ڵیو ە ه   ەو ە نیژێتو   مە ئ (  یسام   ی)زمان  یانیسر  ینگ ەد  یگونجاندن  ۆدات 

  یە نۆ نتە لئە ئ  ەین ە هبەر   ەینینجەگ   ە ل   ە ک  ٩٦٤  ەیکەوژمار   یە دایستنووسەد  ە ل   ە ک  یکان ەندە پ   ەڵگ ە ل  (ی وروپە ئ  -ۆندیه   ی)زمان   یکورد  ینگەد  یم ە ستیس  ەڵگە ل

 . یە دا  واەنەین -شۆ لقە ئ  ە ل یکلدان  یەالهرمزد

 

 .کردنیرۆ وگڵئا ، کان ە ستنووسە د  ،نینووس یمەستیس ،یوان ەمانز  ینگ ەد  ، نگ ەد  یم ە ستیس : ماێه یکان ەوش 

 


